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Abstract. Undeniably, ecological problems have tight contact with the development of human society. China as the largest developing country in the world, its ecological policy asserts great influence and President Xi Jinping’s discourses is an important reflection. By conducting a quantitative and qualitative research from the perspective of the Transitivity theory on the generation model of President Xi Jinping's ecological discourses, this paper finds that President Xi Jinping mainly apply material process, relational process and mental process to express four kinds of ecological discourses topics which are problem response, expression of construction goal, construction methods, call for common action, finally realizing the reflection of the ecological idea, that is, to achieve the harmonious development of man and nature.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1972, at the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden, the international community began to recognize that human development is closely linked to the state of the environment. They also began to pay attention to the fact that with the exploitation and utilization of resources by human beings, the global ecological environment is gradually being destroyed, and countries are also thinking about how to deal with this problem. As a large developing country with vast territory and abundant resources, China's ecological discourse is an important part of the international ecological discourse system, and President Xi Jinping’s discourses have certain representation in China's ecological discourse system. In the speech at the International Congress of Applied Linguistics, Halliday(1990) argued that linguistic research needs to take on the responsibility of addressing ecological problems. It can be seen that research on the generation model of President Xi Jinping's ecological discourses from the perspective of transitivity has certain theoretical and practical significance.

After combing the existing research, two main linguistic perspectives on President Xi Jinping's discourses are conducted: one is from the angle of systemic functional linguistics and the other is from the cognitive linguistics. Nonetheless, the existing researches mainly conduct qualitative analysis methods while quantitative analysis is insufficient; and research from the aspects of transitivity on President Xi Jinping's discourses still needs to expand.

Transitivity system is the core method for text’s realization of the Conceptual Meta-function, one of the three meta-functions in the Systemic-Functional Grammar, founded by Halliday. It provides a practical way for analyzing the organizing model of languages. Therefore, this paper conduct a quantitative and qualitative research from the perspective of the Transitivity theory on the generation model of President Xi Jinping’s ecological discourse. It mainly involve the following three research questions: first, what is the ecological idea conveyed in President Xi Jinping’s discourses; second, how many types of discourse themes that reflect ecological ideas are included; Third, how ecological discourses are generated through transitivity system.

2. THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Transitivity System

Systemic-functional grammar studies the nature, process and application of language from the perspective of language function. It points out that language has three major meta-functions, namely ideational function, interpersonal function and textual function (Halliday, 1994). Among them, ideational function includes experiential function and logical function. The former refers to the environmental factors that reflect what
happens in objective or subjective world, the people and things involved, and the time and place related to them, while the latter refers to the expression of the logical relationship between two or more units of meaning in language (Hu Zhuanglin, 2005:74)\[10\]. Transitivity system is the main way that the clause realizes the ideational function, and its role is to divide what people see, hear and do in the real world into several kinds of processes. That is, categorize experience through grammar and indicate the "participants" and "circumstantial elements" associated with the various processes. (Hu Zhuanglin, 2005: 75)\[10\]. Halliday (1994) \[9\]divided human experience into six major processes according to transitivity, including material process, mental process, relational process, behavioral process, verbal process and existential process.

2.2 The Framework of Analysis

This paper is carried out according to the following analysis framework: (1) corpus processing; (2) co-word analysis; (3) Clustering induction; (4) Transitivity analysis (see Figure 1). Corpus processing refers to the cleaning, noise reduction, word segmentation and keyword extraction of target corpus to provide reliable data for subsequent analysis. Co-word analysis is to determine the relationship between the topics represented in the text and form a semantic network map by using the co-occurrence of high-frequency words in the target corpus. Clustering induction refers to clustering the semantic content of text by calculating the word frequency and the network density in the semantic network map, and then summarizing the different types of discourse topics. Transitivity system (Halliday, 2000) is an important semantic system to express conceptual functions (Halliday, 2000). Transitivity analysis focuses on how to complete the expression of ecological ideas and themes through the selection and combination of clauses in President Xi Jinping’s discourses. All in all, this paper analyzes the generation process of ecological ideas, ecological themes and ecological discourse in President Xi Jinping’s discourses step by step by establishing a three-dimensional framework of co-word analysis, cluster induction and transitivity analysis.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 Corpus Selection

Based on the database including a series of speeches by President Xi Jinping on the CPC News Network, the author sorted out President Xi Jinping’s replies, speeches and reports on ecology from 2012 to 2023. Total of 60 pieces are found out including 73362 tokens.

3.2 The Method of Analyzing

Firstly, the 60 target texts are processed as corpus, including the deletion of discourses that have nothing to do with ecological topics and some symbols that affect the system processing. Then, the ROSTCM6 content analysis tool developed by the ROST team of Wuhan University was invoked to perform word segmentation and word frequency statistical processing on the target text, and then the 80/20 law method was used to determine the threshold of high-frequency words in the field with reference to the academic community (Liu Yibin et al. 2017: 46)\[11\]; that is, from high to low, words with a cumulative proportion of 20% are selected as high-frequency words in this field, and "push", "promote", "China" and "country" are treated as identity words, and words with a frequency higher than 56 are selected as high-frequency words. Finally, 59 high-frequency words are extracted and the parts of speech classification of high-frequency words is carried out. Furthermore, the processed target corpus is imported into the ROSTCM6 content analysis tool to generate the spatial structure of the semantic network, and the different topic types reflected by the clustering are summarized. Finally, the target corpus is analyzed from the perspective of transitivity system. According to Halliday’s (1994) \[9\]classification of transitivity systems, the author used BFSU Qualitative Coder 1.2, a corpus marking tool developed by the corpus team of Beijing Foreign Studies University, to manually label the process types and participants of clauses for two times. The data were marked by the author and a fellow linguistics major respectively, and the similarity rate of the data was 87%, which has high reliability.

![Fig. 1. The framework of analysis](image-url)
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Ecological Idea: To Achieve The Harmonious Development of Man and Nature

In this paper, 59 high-frequency words are extracted by part-of-speech statistics and semantic network analysis. As shown in Table 1, in terms of nouns, President Xi Jinping’s discourses mainly include the subject (China, countries, society, congress), content (environment, economy, nature, biology, Yellow River, climate, problems, river basin, resources, pollution, energy), mode (system, concept, action, project, strategy, system) and goal (civilization, green, safety, quality, diversity, modernization, low carbon) of ecological construction. From the verb point of view, the discourse mainly emphasizes the principles, methods and ultimate goals of ecological construction; From the perspective of adjectives or adverbs, the discourse mainly expresses the importance and comprehensiveness of ecological construction.

Table 1. The class of high-frequency words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word Class</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ecology(664)/China(493)/environment(360)/civilization(213)/green(174)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/economy(168)/nature(165)/people(141)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/security(130)/quality(124)/creature(123)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/the Yellow River(120)/climate(119)/human(110)/ideology(105)/problem(100)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/river basin(82)/resources(80)/pollution(74)/energy(68)/action(67)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/project(64)/strategy(64)/diversity(64)/every country(63)/modernization(61)/society(61)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/regulation(59)/conference(59)/low-carbon-dioxide emission(57)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop(618)/establish(374)/conserve(352)/advance(314)/govern(179)/insist(148)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/strengthen(143)/put into effect(123)/change(111)/realize(99)/response(89)/accelerate(82)/cooperate(80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/highlight(75)/plan as a whole(71)/innovate(62)/improve(58)/prevent(58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/encourage(57)/endeavor(56)/must(56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj/Adv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global(153)/comprehensive(115)/significant(79)/beautiful(71)/positive(64)/harmonious(61)/scientifically(58)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, the text after identity processing is imported into the analysis software and the semantic network diagram is generated, as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that it can be roughly divided into the circle discourse spatial structure of "core layer, middle layer and edge layer": (1) The core layer includes words such as ecology, China, protection, promotion and construction; (2) The middle layer includes words such as environment, nature, green and civilization; (3) The outer layer includes words such as comprehensive and significant. From the vocabulary and parts of speech at the core level, it can be seen that President Xi Jinping’s discourses take the country as the subject of discourse and behavior, emphasizing the relationship between ecological environment protection and economic development, as well as the relationship between people and nature, and ultimately reflecting the ecological concept of harmonious coexistence between man and nature.

Fig. 2. The spatial structure of the semantic network

4.2 Four Types of Discourse Topics

Through clustering induction, this paper finds the following four themes:

(1) Problem Response
(2) Expression of Construction Goal
(3) Construction Methods
(4) Call for Common Action

The above four themes fully reflect the interrelationship between development and protection, present and future, indicating that President Xi Jinping’s discourses builds a pragmatic, sincere and highly feasible ecological discourse system, which is in line with its ecological idea.

4.3 Analysis from the Perspective of Transitivity

The core of transitivity system is process, through which the topic of ecological discourse is organized. A total of 1102 sites were marked(Figure 3), among which 700 processes were mainly concentrated in material processes, accounting for 63.52% of the total. The second is the relational process, a total of 340, accounting for 30.83%; The next is the mental process, a total of 45, accounting for 4.08%; The number of verbal process and existence process is very limited, accounting for 0.45% and 0.09% respectively. There is only one behavioral process, accounting for 0.09%.

A material process refers to the process of doing something through which situations and facts can be objectively recorded and reflected. In President Xi Jinping’s discourses, the material process occupies more than half of the whole process, which fully conforms to the needs of the field. This shows that President Xi pays great attention to the implementation of practical actions in the process of building ecological civilization, and can objectively and fairly show the people and the world the real situation of the construction of ecological civilization in China. The relational process can reflect the relationship between things and describe the attributes of ecological environment protection and
ecological civilization construction. The extensive use of the relational process makes many concepts related to the construction of ecological civilization clearly explained, which can make the people more clearly realize the achievements achieved in the construction of ecological civilization, the challenges faced and the direction of future efforts. Mental processes express the sensor's attitude and opinion about things or things that have happened. The application of multiple mental processes help to clarify the issues that the CPC and the people should pay attention to, and emphasizes the importance of correctly understanding the issues related to the construction of ecological civilization.

Fig. 3. The distribution characteristics of the transitivity system

5. CONCLUSION

By conducting a quantitative and qualitative research from the perspective of the Transitivity theory on the generation model of President Xi Jinping’s ecological discourses, this paper finds that President Xi Jinping mainly apply material process, relational process and mental process to express four kinds of ecological discourses topics which are problem response, expression of construction goal, construction methods, call for common action, finally realizing the refection of the ecological idea, that is, to achieve the harmonious development of man and nature.
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